amlt.coinfirm.io

Creating a safer
cryptoeconomy
AMLT - THE TOKEN OF COMPLIANCE

AMLT is the token for the AMLT Network
and the industry leading Coinfirm AML Platform
used by countless crypto and traditional companies

What is the AMLT Network?
♦

The AMLT Network and Coinfirm AML Platform is the first of its kind system where users can
report nefarious cryptocurrency addresses related to ransomware, hacks, scams, and other fraud,
plus also receive protection from further actions by bad actors

♦

Once data provided is verified by Coinfirm and implemented into the AML Platform, the ecosystem
can block suspicious users and funds

♦

Network Members are rewarded in AMLT for supplying legitimate data on nefarious actors,
or data on themselves and other parties they trust

♦

Use your AMLT to buy AML/KYC Risk Reports and other services you need + other benefits

Who is it for?

Crypto exchanges

Wallets

Crypto funds

Payment processors

Data mining pools

Cryptocurrency users

... and more!
Why become a member?
Protect Your Business and Clients
Benefit from the AMLT Network and Coinfirm AML/KYC platform and tools to prevent exposure
to bad actors and fraud
Lower Risk and Increase Efficiency
Access to active list of high risk addresses, AML/KYC Reports and other solutions
that streamline and automate compliance
Get Resources and Knowledge
Use our Resource and Knowledge Pool with materials to manage your cryptocurrency risk
such as our “Guidance” and risk matrixes
Best Data and Privileged Access
Take advantage of an array of exclusive tools and panels such as our ICO panel,
wallet eagle and more
Get Rewarded in AMLT
Get AMLT tokens for registering addresses, reporting nefarious activity, and referring
your partners and clients to our Network
Reduce Your Compliance Costs
Receive a 30% discount on our AML/KYC Reports and other services you need
when using AMLT as payment
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Recent AMLT use cases

Leading universal wallet, Infinito Wallet,

Nigerian KAD ICT Hub and Coinfirm

Together with the AMLT Network,

made AMLT their native token and inte-

launch the AMLT-powered Africa Block-

leading ICO launchpad TokenMarket

grated the Coinfirm AML Platform and

chain Lab and dedicated Network

is building a data provision network

AMLT Network for wallet users.

for the African region.

protecting ICOs, ICO platforms,
and ICO contributors.

How to be a member?
♦

Create profile via Panel on AMLT site

♦

Submit and Pass Network Member KYC

♦

Provide Address with Min 50k AMLT
Further AMLT needed purchased from market

♦

Network Member Approval
Once KYC and AMLT Address are verified you become
a Network Member

♦

Start Benefiting from AMLT
Submit data, receive discounts, benefits, and get rewarded
with AMLT
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